Let u^ be a Ritz-Galerkin approximation, corresponding to the solution u of an elliptic boundary value problem, which is based on a uniform subdivision in the interior of the domain. In this paper we show that by "averaging" the values of Uu in the neighborhood of a point x we may (for a wide class of problems) construct an approximation to u(x) which is often a better approximation than UyAx) itself. The
Let u^ be a Ritz-Galerkin approximation, corresponding to the solution u of an elliptic boundary value problem, which is based on a uniform subdivision in the interior of the domain.
In this paper we show that by "averaging" the values of Uu in the neighborhood of a point x we may (for a wide class of problems) construct an approximation to u(x) which is often a better approximation than UyAx) itself. The
"averaging" operator does not depend on the specific elliptic operator involved and is easily constructed.
1. Introduction. In this paper we shall discuss some local "superconvergence" results for a large class of Ritz-Galerkin methods, which are used to approximate solutions of elliptic boundary value problems. Briefly, let SI be a bounded domain in Rw with boundary bSl and for simplicity consider the boundary value problem (u) i" = ",|,4fïW^) + l/iW^ + cW" = / inn-
where L is uniformly elliptic on SI and b is some boundary operator such that the problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique solution.
Suppose that for each 0 < h < 1 we are given a linear space of finite elements Sh (which we roughly think of as being a space of piecewise polynomials defined on some partition of Í2) and an approximate solution un E Sh of (1.1), (1.2) determined by one of the many Ritz-Galerkin methods which have been proposed. For a survey of some of these we refer the reader to [2] . Let Í2, CC SI. For many of these methods, un satisfies the interior equations for all f E S^Sl^, where ^(íí,) = {fi\ f E Sn(Sl), supp(i¿>) C Í2, }. Roughly speaking, suppose that Sh has the property (and some others described in Section 3) that for each « belonging to the Sobolev space Hr, inf II«-mitSll <C*r-1|l«llr,n1-i/<es h Here r > 2 is a given integer and for s > 0, || • ||s n denotes the norm on Hs(Sll). It was shown in [15] that for £20 CC Slx the interior estimate For many methods, estimates for ||e||_ n already exist in the literature.
Noting that IMI_Pf n < .IMLPi« md taking p = r -2, one often finds that \\u -uh\\2_ n < C7z2r~2||w||/. n. Hence in these cases, if« EHr(Sl) and r > 3, this latter term is of higher order in h than the first terms on the right in (1.4) and (1.5).
Instead of considering uh, in this paper we shall consider certain "averages" of uh as approximations to «. More precisely, the averages are formed by computing Kh * uh, where Kh is a fixed function and * denotes convolution. We shall see that the function Kn has the following properties:
(i) Kh has small support, (ii) Kn is independent of the specific choice of Sh or the operator L, (iii) Kn * uh is easily computable from un. Furthermore we shall prove the following estimates (where again we assume Sh to be defined on a uniform mesh on Í2,):
II« -KH * uh\\0,a0 <C{h2r-2\\u\\2r_2tíii + II« -M-p.Ot> and \U-Kh* W"l0,iî0 < C{Ä2r-2H"ll2r-2 + [iV/2]+l,ni + H« " «/.H-p,«,}-Hence in the cases in which r > 3 and ||« -uh\\2_r n < C%2''-2||«||r n, Kn * u is of order h2r~2 locally and therefore, for h sufficiently small, better approximates u than does un.
It is important to note that Kh * uh may be computed at each point in Í20. However if we restrict our attention to specific points, say, for example, mesh points, then it very often takes on a very simple form; this will be discussed in Section 5.
An announcement of some of the results obtained in this paper was given in [7] . For some superconvergence type results for two point boundary value problems the reader is referred to [9] , [10] and [11] . For some interior superconvergence type results for multi-dimensional elliptic problems see [6] . For parabolic problems we refer the reader to [17] and [18] .
An outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we collect some notation.
In Section 3 we discuss the necessary properties of the subspaces and in Section 4 we discuss the interior equations and collect some further preliminaries. In Section 5 the averaging operator is defined and its computation is discussed. Section 6 contains our main superconvergence results. In Section 7 we give some applications of the results and in one example show how to obtain superconvergence up to the boundary when SI is the unit square, Lu = -Au in SI and bu = u on bSl.
2. Notation and Some Preliminaries. Let SI be a bounded open set in R^.
For m a nonnegative integer, Cm(Sl) will denote the space of real-valued functions having continuous derivatives up to order m on SI with the norm (2.1) l«L = Z S"P \Dau(x)\.
|a|<m xen.
Cq(SI) will denote the infinitely differentiate functions on SI whose support is contained in SI. Hm(Sl) (resp. Hm(Sl)) is the completion of C°°(Sl) (resp. C^(Sl)) with We shall also need the following results:
Lemma 2.1 (cf. e.g. [12] ). Let Sl0 CC Slv If u EH^Nl2^ + l(Sl1),then A more general class of splines than (3.6) which satisfy our assumptions are the tensor products of one-dimensional splines. They may be described as follows: Let us subdivide R1 into intervals I-of length h. Let Mhk ^R1) = {<p | <p G Pr-i(Ij), <f> G Ck(Sl) for any SI CC R1}, where Pr_l(Ij) are the polynomials of degree < r -1 restricted to L. Mk r(RN ) is then defined to be the N-Md tensor product of M^r(Rx) and for any SI CC R^, M*r(Sl) is the restriction of AT*^(R*) to Í2. We note that if k = r -2 then these are the ß-splines defined above. If m is a positive integer, r = 2m and k = m -l.then these are the so-called piecewise Hermite polynomials (cf. [4] ). Example 3. It was shown in [15] that the triangular elements of Bramble and Zlámal [8] satisfy our conditions. Here we take them on a uniform triangulation of R". Here uh may be thought of as an approximation to « on Sll obtained by using some Ritz-Galerkin method on a larger set SI. Instead of investigating the properties of the error u -uh we shall be interested in investigating the properties of the difference between « and certain averages of un. In order to do so we shall need some results concerning « -un derived in [15] and [4] . Lemma 4.1. Let Sl0 CC Sll CC RN, u G//-r+|a|(i21), a a multi-index, uh G Sh(Sl1), r > 2 and p be a nonnegative integer, arbitrary but fixed. Suppose that A.l and A.2 are satisfied and that « -uh satisfies (4.2). Then for h sufficiently small (4.3) ||3«(" -«,)||2_r>"o <C(Ä2'-2||«||,+ |al>ni + II« -uJLpi0l).
Here C is independent of u, uh and h but in general depends on p, a, SlQ, Slt and the coefficients a», b¡ and c.
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove (4.3) for 9£ replaced by the forward difference operator 9^ = T^/2b^, and Sl0 replaced by Sl'0 with Sl0 CC Sl'0. Now let Sl0 CC Sl'0 CC Sl\ CC Sl1. It follows from (6.8) of [15] , that for h sufficiently small and e = u -un (4.4, tf-t-fa.á&í-')**«***'»0''*-V<pESh(Sl'0).
Hence, referring to [15] where C is independent of u, uh and h but in general depends on p, a, Sl0, Slx and the coefficients a«, b¡ and c.
A Qass of Convolution
Operators. In this section we shall introduce a particular class of convolution operators and discuss some of their properties. In the next section we shall use these to show (under certain conditions) that a certain convolution of the Ritz-Galerkin solution un is closer to u than uh is itself.
We shall begin by defining the kernels of the above-mentioned convolution operators. In each case it is an Af-dimensional smooth spline which is the product of a single suitably chosen one-dimensional smooth spline. More precisely let i//^ be the one-dimensional smooth spline of order / defined by (3.4). For I = r -2,r> 2 given, and x G R^ set
Here the constants Ä"'-are defined as follows:
(0 k'_j = k'j,j = 0,...,r-2. In what follows we shall be interested in Kh * uh as an approximation to «. Before investigating the properties of Kh, let us first consider the computation of Kh * uh. If, in the region to be studied, uh is of the form (3. Here the d¡ correspond to the weights d5 in the one-dimensional case. A table of the one-dimensional coefficients d\ from which the A-dimensional weights ds in (5.10) may be formed will be given in the appendix. We remark that the computation of the d' may also be reduced to the product of the one-dimensional case if we take Sn to be the more general class of tensor products of one-dimensional splines given in Example 2 of Section 3.
For technical reasons in what follows we shall make use of a slightly more general class of convolution operators than those defined by (5.3). We shall now introduce these and discuss some of their properties. The following result will be needed.
Lemma 5.1 (cf. [6, Lemma 8.1]). Let t > 1 and I > 1 be arbitrary but fixed in-
tegers. There exist uniquely determined real constants k,, / = 0, . . . , t -1, which satisfy the linear system of algebraic equations.
Here, with a slight abuse of notation, we have suppressed the dependence of the solutions of (5.11) on t and /. We note that (5.2) and (5.11) coincide in the case / = r -2 and r = r -1.
As before let k'0 = kQ, k', = k/2, k'_-= k', for/ = 1.t -1 and fc. = 0 for l/l > t. For j3 G Z^ set k'ß = LTJl, k'ß, and define
We remark that supp(A^',(*)) is the cube with side of length (2t + I)h centered at the origin. Note also that K.2hr~}2(x) = Kh(x). The function Kh ¡(x) was constructed in such a way that K2ltl * u, where * denotes convolution, is an approximation of order h2t to u. More precisely we have the following: Lemma 5.2. Let t > 1 and l> 1 be fixed integers and Sl0 CC Slx. Then for h sufficiently small (5.13) l«--K2fi*«lo,o0<C*,l«Uo1. 0<s<2i, and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (5.14) ll"-*/u*"llo,n0<Cfcíll"llí,ív 0<s<2t.
The proofs will not be given. We only remark that (5.13) and (5.14) follow as a simple consequence of the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma (cf. [3] ), using the fact that Lemma 5.1 implies that Khul * u reproduces polynomials of degree not exceeding 2f -1 in each variable (cf. [6, Lemma 8.1]). We also note that (5.13) may also be proved using this latter fact and Taylor's Theorem.
We shall need some other properties of K2ltl * u. Lemma 5.3. Let t, I, h, Sl0 and Í2, be as above. Then where C is independent of h and v G CJ°(Í20). This completes the proof.
6. Superconvergence Estimates. Let u and uh G S£ satisfy the interior equations (4.2). The inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) provide estimates for the error in the L2 and maximum norm respectively. It is often the case that for specific problems the term ||e|| n is 0(hr) and hence the estimates (1.4) and (1.5) yield 0(hr) convergence locally. For many important problems ||e||_p ft is in fact 0(h2r~2). We shall show that if one considers Kn * un instead of uh as an approximation to u, and if lk|| n is 0(h2r~2), then u -Kh * un is locally of order h2r~2 in both L2 and maximum norms. Hence in these cases processing the solution uh yields higher order accuracy for r > 3.
We emphasize that u -Kn * uh will be 0(h2r~2) at every point of the region in which the error is measured. In practice one usually computes the solution at specific points, for example at mesh points. In this case Kh * un takes a particularly simple form. This will also be discussed. We shall start with finding estimates for « -Kh * « in L2 norm (Theorem 1) and then in the maximum norm (Theorem 2). Theorem 1. Let SlQ CC Í2,, « EH2r~2(Sli), uh G S£(í2j), r >3, where Srn satisfies A.l and A.2 and u -un satisfies (4.2). Let Kh be chosen as in (5.1) and let p be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative integer. Then for all h sufficiently small (6.1) \\u-Kh *«A,ft0<C(/i2'--2||»||2,_2jfti +H"-M-p,n1).
where C is independent ofu and h.
Proof. By the triangle inequality (6.2) ||« -Kh * «"||0>fto < II« -Kh * «||0>fto + \\Kh * (« -«ft)ll0,ft0.
Let Sl0 CC Sl'0 CC Sll cc ni • Since *hfr) = Klr,7-2ÍX) i* follows from (5.14) that (6. 3) \\u-Kh * «ll0;ft0<C/22'-2||«||2r_2;ni. Now using (2.5), we have that (64) "^•fr-«*)llo,n0< E UDßKh*("-»h)\\2-r,n'. For the second term on the right of (6.6) we have \Kh*vK2¿ñ2o * Kh * u|0i"o < Ch'~2\Kh * u|r_2;íí.
<Ch"-2( Z I9>l0,ft' ,
where we have used (5.13) and (5.17). The inequality (6.5) now follows from (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8). !«-*" *«ftlo,n0<c(/'2''""2ll"ll2r-2+iVo,i2l + ll"-«JLP,n1).
where C is independent of u and h. Proof. Using the triangle inequality and setting u -uh = e, \u-Kh* «Jo,n0 < I" -Kh * "lo,n0 + |Ar* * e|o,n0-Let Í20 CC Sl'0 CC Sl1. Then using (5.13) and (2. where the d'a are given by (5.10).
7. Examples. Here the theory given in Section 6 will be exemplified, where for simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to discussing Dirichlet's problem. In Example 1 interior superconvergence estimates for two different methods will be discussed. In
Example 2 a way of obtaining superconvergence up to the boundary, when the domain SI is the unit square and the subspaces are taken to satisfy the boundary conditions, will be given. Let SI be a bounded domain in R^ with boundary bSl. For simplicity consider -Au =/ in SI, (7.1) u = 0 on bSl.
For the purposes of the applications given here an additional assumption on the subspace Srh(Sl) will be made. Namely we suppose that there exists a constant C independent of « and h such that-for all « G H*(Sl); 1 < t < r, inf ||«-xll1,ft<CÄf-1||«||ii2.
x&Sfc(n)
In Example 2 the elements of S*(Sl) are required to vanish on bSl. In this case (7.2) is assumed to hold only for « G H^Sl) O Hr(Sl).
In what follows we shall assume that the hypothesis of Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied, where Í20 CC Slt CC SI.
Example 1. Dirichlet's Problem on a Smooth Domain. Here we shall assume for simplicity that bSl E C°°. In Babuska [1] and Nitsche [14] , methods were introduced for approximating the solution of (7.1) in which the approximating subspaces need not satisfy the boundary condition. These methods have the same interior equations; i.e. if uh is the approximate solution determined by either of these methods, then f Z TJLiTdx= ( f<pdx Jft ¿Ti bx¡ bx¡ Jq (7.3) = / tf-^äx. V,G^("i).
Jft ,e, 9x¿ dx,
What is important here is that we may choose Srh(SV) to satisfy all of our conditions (cf. [4, Example 2], for more details). Now it was shown in [5] that the estimate (7.4) Il«-""ll2-,,n<>'''~1"íll"llí,íí is valid for 1 < t < r. Using this inequality and the fact that ||u -uh\\2_r n < II" -uh^2-r n> we 0Dtain frorn Theorems 1 and 2 the error estimates (7.5) II« -Kh * «"ll0;fto < c'j2''"2(ll"ll2,-2,n, + H«Hr,n).
and in the maximum norm \u~Kh *uh\o,n0
If we take N = 2 and for example S¿ to be piecewise cubic Hermite polynomials or cubic smooth splines, then r = 4 and (7.5) and (7.6) become II«-** *«A,n0<C/í6(||«"6iííi +ll«ll4)ft), '«-** *uh\o,n0<Ch6(\\u\\8tni +ll«ll4>ft).
Example 2. Superconvergence Up to the Boundary for Dirichlet's Problem on a Square. Let SI be the unit square in R2 (i.e. SI = {x | 0 < x¡ < 1, i = 1,2}), with boundary bSl and let u be the solution of (7.1).
Let h = I/n, n = 1, 2, 3, .. ., and let / be either 0 or 1. We shall approximate « taking our subspace Srh (SI) = M¡¡ r(Sl) = {ip|<p G M*r(Sl), <p |an = 0, k = 0, 1}. That is, Mk r(Sl) is the subspace of the space of tensor products of one-dimensional C° or C1 splines (discussed in Section 3) consisting of elements which vanish on bSl.
Let uh G S¡^(Sl) be the approximate solution of (7.1) defined by 2 9«,, 9<p r y I-dx = I /ip dx t~j Jn 9x,-bx¡ Jçi (7.7) 9« 9ip
,^1 J n 9x,-9x;
We shall show that uh can be extended, in a simple manner, from SI to a larger domain so that u -Kh * un = 0(h ) on SI in both the L2 and maximum norms.
The extension uh can be described as follows: (ii) Then extend uh to Sl2, Sl4, Sl6 and Sl8 as an odd function by reflection across the faces T2, r4, T6 and T8 respectively.
Notice that since k is either 0 or 1, t/" E m£ r(SlE), where SlE = [x \ -1 < x-<2}.
Theorem 3. Let S£ and Uh be defined as above with r>3. If h is sufficiently small and (i) fEH2r-*(Sl),then (7-8) II« -Kh * Uh\\on < C(A2'-2||/||2r_4>n).
(ii) Iff EH2"-2(SI), then
where C is independent of h and f.
Proof. Extend u to SlE in the same manner as Uh and call its extension U. Let Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the squares A, = {x\-\<xl<l,0<x2<2}, A2 = {jc| 0<Xl < 2, 0<*2 < 2), A3 = W-Kx1<l,-l<x2<l}, A3 = {*IO<JC,<2,-l<jt2<l}.
We first claim that Note that Un EM^(A¡) and iî fEHs(Sl) (s > 0 an integer) then UEHS+2(A.) n //'(A,.), / = 1, 2, 3, 4. Furthermore (7.11) ly«,+2.Al<CII/l|f>n. '=1.2,3,4.
Before proving (7.10), let us show how (7.8) and (7.9) follow from it. Equation (7.10) says that Un is the Ritz-Galerkin approximation inM* (A¡) of U on each of the It was shown in [15] that (7.14) ll^-t/All2-r,Aí<CA2r~2ll^r,Aí-
The inequalities (7.8) and (7.9) now easily follow from (7.12), (7.13), (7.14), (7.11) and the fact that (J^i ^0 covers nIt remains to prove (7.10). We shall do so in the case i = 1, the other cases follow in the same manner. Let A = SI U Sll U T,. We shall first show that (7.15) ¿f?^**^. V,GM»,(A). Since tpe is an even function of x1 and U -Uh is an odd function of Xj it follows that Z J -à-a dx = 0' ,= i ^a 9*,-9x,.
which proves (7.15). Since £/ and t/^ on Sl2 and Í23 may be obtained from U and t/^ on A by an odd reflection about the line y = 1, the argument given to prove (7.15) also shows that (7.10) holds which completes the proof.
Appendix. Here we present two tables. Table 1 gives values for the weights fc'-for various values of r. For a given choice of basis functions these may be used to calculate Kh * uh(x) at each point x or just at mesh points using (5.8). In Table 2 we
give values of the weights d'¡ for various values of r in the case where S¿ is chosen to be the splines generated by the 5-spline basis ip^r\ j\r, 
